Wood Panel Mounting Details

Quadrillo® Mounting Details

- Perimeter frame with matching veneer finish (install after panels)
- Factory supplied 1 1/2" wide (38mm) aluminum "z" clip
- Site installed 1 1/2" wide (38mm) aluminum "z" clip
- Chair rail & blocking (not by Decouistics)
- Wood base (not by Decouistics)

Joint Condition - X-2

- Factory supplied 1-1/2" (38mm) wide aluminum "z" clip
- Factory supplied alignment spline
- Factory supplied 1-1/2" (38mm) wide aluminum "z" clip
- Perforated (QPP) back component
- Perimeter frame with matching veneer finish
- Internal frame
- Quadrillo
- Acoustical core (25mm)
Solo-M and Fori Wall Mounting Details

- Continuous furring channels
- Optional loose fill acoustical insulation
- Factory grooved edge and alignment spline
- Factory supplied continuous Z track
- Solo-M or Fori panel with offset perimeter
- Factory supplied continuous Z track

Solo-M and Fori Direct Mount Detail

- Carry channel, suspended as required by local code
- Factory supplied continuous Z track
- Suspended continuous furring channel
- Optional loose fill acoustical insulation
- Factory supported Z clips and fasteners
- Factory grooved edge and alignment spline
- Solo-M or Fori panel with offset perimeter
- 1/8" (3mm)

Conventional suspensions for Solo-M and Fori panels

For all lay-in applications, a locking safety tether strap will be provided to secure panel to grid.

**Standard Lay-In**

- 15/16" T-Bar

**Tegular Edge Lay-In**

- 2'x2' or 2'x4' only
- 9/16" T-Bar

**Screwsot Grid**

- 2’x2’ or 2’x4’ only
- 9/16” Slotted T-Bar

**Concealed Lay-In**

- 2’x2’ only
- 15/16” T-Bar
- 5/16” (8 mm)